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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the equations which limit the (ADP) for receiver circuits by the effect of noise
had derived. The effect of laser intensity on the direct detection of digital optical communication
system is also analyzed and studied. We found that, a best performance gain is obtained
depending on the maximum value of the signal to noise ratio (S/N). optimizing the (ADP) gain
reduces the impact of the this noise on the system performance and power penalty bit error rate
(BER) and yields a power penalty which is relatively less affected by ionization rate of the
detector. The Mat lab language is used to clarify the graphics in this work .

: المستخلص
( ييمئب ا بداليياوج د تيي ح ايي باADP) يي ب تليي
فييه اييلب ب اييق بلييادال ب لتييتحدد ب اييه ااييمح ب دبلييك ب ت ليي
 كل ك فدم ام االبل ئحربالك ا با ض ضتء ئلمة ب لبزر عل حئب ا بدالاد تل ا تب أع م ح تالبك يمب اة ب في.ب ض ضتء
 ئأ يال أف أفضيل أحبء يادن ب لن ميك عتاليم علي أعلي قبليك.فه من مك بداصتدد ب ض بك ب اقل بك ذبد ب في ب ل تليا
ي ب تلي ئن ي ك ب ي
 أف اله ب ن ك عل ن ادلبلهت عنم بخابتر ب دبليك ب لللي.(S/N) لدمبر ن ك بإللترة أي ب ض ضتء
.) ا ضبن ب اال متد فه الب ب اقMatlap(  ئبالا مج غك ب لتاوب.( BER( ل دال
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List of Symbols :
symbol

Description

unit
VW-1

R

Responsiveness of the detector

Vs

r.m.s value of the fundamental component of the signal
voltage

V

H

r.m.s value of the fundamental component of the
irradiance area of the detector

W/cm2

Ad

The sensitive area of the detector

Q

The signal to noise ration (s/n) at the decision time

-

g

Optimum gain

-

p

Optical power received during a signal bit

d

The threshold level for the decision cct

δo;δ1

The standard deviation of the total noise associated with
space

BER

Bit –error -rate

cm2

W

bit

r

The extinction ratio of the semiconductor lager

q

Electron charge

Fo

The excess noise factor associated with the randomness
of the APD

B

The incident at the bit rate

Bit/s

I1;I2

The second personicks integral (current)

amp

Pav

The average respired power

SRIN

The average spectral density of the relative intensity
noise of the lager source

(Δp)RIN

ev
-

W
dB /Hz

Total power penalty

dB

f

Frequency

Hz

K

feedback gain system Forward

-

The transfer function of the receiver filter

-

H(f)

1- Introduction
The primary limitation in detecting low intensity radiation is the presence of noise (random
fluctuation in the output signal) a rising the detector, from the source of radiation, or from the
electronic circuiting processing the detector signal. Three prominent noise source are thermal or
Johnson noise, shot noise and 1/f noise [1].
The background limited in performance (BLIP) is define as noise can be minimized by operating
detectors at optimum temperatures and band widths. If the internally generated noise is low,
detector performance might be limited by the environmental radiative noise [2].
In designing digital optical communication system based on semiconductor arrays lasers at
wavelength (810 nm), it was able to specify the influence of intensity noise on receiver
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performance. The laser-related sources of intensity fluctuations include intrinsic intensity noise
[3, 4], the optical feedback noise [5], mode-partition noise [6, 7].
The effect of these noise sources on the performance of coherent optical systems can be
suppressed by employing a balanced front-end receiver [8, 9].
The performance degradation of a direct-detection receiver in the presence of mode-partition
noise [7, 10]. In this research, we discuss the influence of laser intrinsic intensity noise on the
performance of APD-based receivers. The dependence of the penalty imposed by intensity
fluctuations with laser extinction ratio, APD gain and impact ionization rate are quantified in detail
[11].
The main intrinsic source of noise in semiconductor laser is the random spontaneous emission
events which disturb both photon population and carriel concentration. The power spectral density
of this noise is frequency dependent and can be obtained by solving the laser rate equations [3].
The white relative intensity noise (RIN) corresponding to the effective value while the intensity
noise is taken (logic cct.) in the digital electronic system to be the same in the (ON) and (off) states
[12]. As shown in fig (1), and is justified when the laser is operation threshold, since the noise
inside the cavity comes from the fluctuation in the number of carries which is clamped at threshold
[13].
Data

Laser
Transmitter

source
Detector

Preamplifier
cct

in

Computer
or
Oscilloscope

Fig (1) Data information between transmitter and receiver system

2- Theory:
One of the simplest descriptions of detector performance is the Responsiveness, which is the
detector o/p per unit i/p. The Responsiveness is[4] :

R

Vs
………………(1)
H  Ad

Where the units of (R) are VW-1, (Vs) is the rms value of the fundamental component of the
signal voltage, (H) is the rms value of the fundamental component of the irradiance area of the
detector in W /cm2, Ad is the sensitive area of the detector in cm2, the reader should note that it may
be necessary to specify other condition of measurement [14].
To derive and analysis a general expression for the sensitivity of optical receivers in the presence
of laser intensity noise. The analysis includes circuit noise, shot noise, and a adapts personicks
treatment, which assumes (Gaussien) probability distribution for the noise sources, consider an
APD-based digital optical receiver, on which a random bit stream consisting of (1) and (0) (ON and
off states) is incident at the bit rate (B). Referring to the input of the decision circuit, the signal to
noise ratio (S/N) at the decision time can be expression [15].

Q

s 1d





d  s0

0

..................(2a)

 2erfc 1 (2 po)....................(2b)
Where s1=Rg p1, is the detection signal in the state assuming on average APD gain (g) and
optical power received during a signal bit (P1), (d) is the threshold level for the decision cct. δ0 (δ1)
the standard deviation of the total noise associated with (space) state, erfc-1 the argument of the
complementary error function when ( a bit-error-rate (BER) at Po= 10-9 W).
The variance of the total noise into three components:
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1- thermal cct. Noise (δ2th).
2- shot noise (δ2sh).
3- laser intensity –induced noise(δ2int).
δo2= δ2th + r(δ 2sh)1 + δ2(int)………………..(3a)
δ12= δ2th + (δ 2 sh)1 + δ2 (int)……………….(3b)
where r= Po/P1 is the extinction ratio of the semiconductor laser.
(δ2sh)1= 2q R g2 Fo I1 B P1………………………(4)
(δ2sh)1 the variance of the shot noise which gain in the detection system.
Here, q is the electronic charge, Fo the excess noise factor associated with the randomness of the
APD multiplication process and can be evaluated using McIntyre's expression [16].
In addition, it is weighting factor introduced and depends on the i/p and o/p pulse shapes [15].
From equations (2a) and (2b) assume that the laser intensity noise is the same for both states. This
assumption is justified when the optical reflection on the laser source is suppressed and when off
state is above threshold.
δ2int produce to:
δ2sh = R2 g2 P2av I2 B SR I N ……………….(5)
when Pav= 0.5 (1+r)P1, is the average received power, I2 is the second personicks integral and SR
I N the average spectral density of the relative intensity noise of the laser source:
SRIN =

Sp
2
Pav



Sp

4
(1  r )

2

P12



4
(1  r ) 2

( S RIN )1 …………………….(6a)

It is indicate that the RIN has a nearly uniform spectrum at low frequencies, therefore practical
semiconductor lasers eq. (5) is still valid if the parameter SRIN is replaced by the effective spectral
density of (RIN):


S

2

RIN

( f ) H ( f ) df

……………………………(6b)
I 2B
It is clear that RIN affects receiver sensitivity via the parameter d [17]. Also the intensity noise
can lead to a bit-error –rate(BER) floor where the receiver performance can not be improved with
increasing the received optical power. This occurs when the value of RIN [13,18].
SRIN =

o

1
1 r 
( S RIN ) floor  
…………………….(7)
  2
 1  r  Q I 2B
2

From eq. (7), the following facts can be listed:(a) the (BER) floor occurs at lower values of RIN detector when the laser extinction ratio (r)
increase.
(b) the level of (BER) floor is independent of APD parameters g and k.
(c) the (BER) floor is not affected by the receiver cct. noise.
(d) SRIN is inversely proportional to the bit rat and its reduced at a rate of 10 dB/Hz for one decade
increase in bit rate [19].
When:
(ΔP)RIN = -5 log d (PIN receiver)…………………(8)
Hence (ΔP)RIN is dependent on extinction ratio since (d) is a function of r [17]. Which gives total
power penalty:

4rd 
1 r 
 10 log d ………….(9)
(ΔP)tot. = 20 log 
  10 log 1  1  d 
(1  r ) 2 
1 r 
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3- Illustrative examples and Results
Optical receiver operating at 1.7 μ m wavelength with APD detection when B=5 G bit/s when
K=0.4, in the i/p data system of simulation, and MOSFET amplifier with RL= 5.3 kΩ,
cp(total)=3.38 PF, FET noise figure =1.98, operating temp = 300k, these values give an amplifier
noise power δ2th 1.2 ×10-12 A2 and 10-13 A2 at 5G bit /s and 10 G bit/s [17].
The receiver sensitivity is evaluated at BER=10-8, assuming ideal detector efficiency, also in
these values appears in the fig (2). Fig (2) illustrate the performance of detector (RIN) for the two
values (5, 10) G bit/s. Fig(3a) shows the total penalty variations with the level of detector source
and assuming a laser source with r=0 to system penalty below 0.5 dB, the maximum allowable RIN
is -118.5 dB/Hz at B= 5 G bit/s and -120.3 dB/Hz at B=10 G bit/s. the dependence of total penalty
on extinction ratio is given in fig (3b), (i.e. (ΔP)RIN=0) which is independent on bit rate. The main
conclusion to be draw from thing figs.(3) is that the penalty imposed by RIN is a strong function of
extinction ratio.

SRIN (dB/Hz)

5 Gbit/s

10 Gbit/s

Laser Extinction Ratio (r)
Figure (2) variation of (SRIN ) at BER=10-9 with laser extinction ratio
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5 Gbit/s

Penalty (dB)

10 Gbit/s

SRIN (dB/Hz)

Total Penalty (dB)

Figure (3) [a] Performance of PIN receiver in the presence of intensity
noise

10 Gbit/s
SRIN = -115
dB/Hz

5 Gbit/s
SRIN = -115
dB/Hz

SRIN = 0

Laser Extinction Ratio (r)
Figure (3) [b] Variation of total penalty at B=(5:10) Gbit/s with laser
extinction ratio
Figs (3-a,b) performance of PIN receiver in the presence of intensity noise
From fig. (4) to appears the receiver sensitivity and system penalty as a function of APD gain for
RIN= -110 dB/Hz and B=5 G bit/s, r=0. Additional results corresponding to the purpose. Note that
the optimum gain (g opt.) which minimized (Pav) (i.e. maximized receiver sensitivity) is reduced in
the presence of RIN. Although the penalty is higher at k=0.7 compared with k=0.3, the difference in
system penalty is less than (1dB) over all the values of the gain.
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Optimum gain

K=0.1

K=0.3

K=0.7

SRIN (dB/Hz)
Figure (4) The variation of SRIN vs optimum gain
To investigate the variation of optimum gain with RIN, we plot fig.(5) for three values of k:1
(very noisy ADP), 0.3 and 0.1. Other system parameters are given in fig(4), the last conclusion can
be founded, where receiver sensitivity evaluated at optimum gain is plotted against RIN detection.

Optimum gain

SRIN= -130 dB/Hz

-120 dB/Hz

-114 dB/Hz

Laser Extinction Ratio (r)
Figure (5)the relationship between optimum gain vs laser extinction ration
To discuss the key role played by the laser source extinction ratio on system efficiency, plotted in
fig.(6) the variation of total penalty with (r) taking RIN as a parameter [20].
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Penalty (dB)

-98 dB/Hz

-110 dB/Hz

-115 dB/Hz

Ionization Rate Ratio (k)
Figure (6) RIN-induced penalty vs. APD impact ionization
The total penalty is estimated rate
with respect to -35.7 dBm corresponding to the receiver sensitivity
in the noise intensity and extinction ratio assuming that: B=5 G bit/s and k= 0.3, summarizes the
influence of impact ionization rate ratio (k) on intensity noise penalty, three values of RIN
(detection) are considered (-115 dB/Hz, -110 dB/Hz and -108 dB/Hz). The penalty is calculated as
the difference between optimized receiver sensitivity with and without (RIN detection).

4- Conclusions:
These points’ summaries the following conclusions:1- The power penalty can be considerably decreased by applying a laser diode operating with
low extinction ratio.
2- The analytical expression for (R) has been developed using the Gaussian approximation to
estimate the power penalty due to laser intensity fluctuations for various system parameters.
3- The APD receiver is more influenced by (RIN detector) as compared with a (PIN detector)
counter part. and the optimized APD gain reduces the power penalty imposed by total noise
systems.
4- The level of (BER) increases with increasing laser extinction ratio.
5- The (RIN) penalty increases with reducing APD ionization rate ratio and this effective is
more pronounced for k<0.438.
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